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LSDF Lounge

Lounge compartments are designed for the purpose of providing ship and installation crews and staff
with a location in which breaks and off hours can be spent in a social context. Lounges are available in
small and large configurations, intended to be scaled to the installation or ship in which the compartment
is installed.

Small Lounge

Designed to be installed upon ships and installations which have minimal space for recreational facilities,
the small lounge design is intended to provide the basics for crew relaxation. Floor plans and furnishings
for small lounge facilities vary in detail, however, standard small lounge facilities include the following
items;

At least one couch, designed to seat at least three individuals.
Table, can be installed with the capacity to be retracted into floor..
Volumetric display system and audio playback system.
Storage cabinet for alcohol, entertainment devices, books, etc.
LSDF Automated Galley unit, with alcohol production and flavoring capacity, built into wall along
with retractable counter top which includes storage and cleaning compartment for eating utensils
and glasses.

Small lounge areas range from five by five meters, to ten by ten meters.

Large Lounge

Designed to be installed upon ships and installations which have enough space to accommodate larger
recreational facilities, the large lounge compartment design is intended to provide a wider range of
recreational options than that of the small lounge. Floor plans and furnishings for large lounge facilities
vary in detail, however, standard large lounge facilities include the following items;

Seating arrangements for one dozen to three dozen individuals.
Seating areas for groups of individuals, consisting of various configurations of tables and chairs.
Couch seating, usually at least two couches.
LSDF Small Galley or LSDF Automated Galley unit. Galley facilities are often separated from the
seating area by some form of divider such as bulkhead or decorative screens, though, some lounge
configurations may integrate galley workspace into the lounge area in proper.
Alcohol storage, and serving bar.
Cabinets and shelves for decoration and recreational material storage.
May include floor recesses for typical Lorath 'pit-style' beds.
Volumetric and audio entertainment systems.
Floor retractable platform intended for use as a stage for entertainment performances.
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Large lounge areas range from fifteen by fifteen meters to twenty by twenty meters.
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